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About This Game

PAY ATTENTION, HOMINID! The Icarus Program is looking for new pilots. Sign up and be the first one to master our
experimental flying suit.

Our engineers have designed more than 100 simulations to test your flying skills, your logical-deductive reasoning abilities, and
your suicidal tendencies as well.

The Icarus Program only chooses the best of the best. Are you the best of the best?

If you are willing to become a candidate, send us an abundant DNA sample and buy this game. This will be the first step of a
nurturing training process you shall never forget.
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Title: Lander 8009 VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Ivanovich Games
Publisher:
Ivanovich Games
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590 or AMD FX 8350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: HTC-Vive or OCULUS with Oculus touch required
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It's actually a really good game. I recommend for anyone who likes puzzles.. awsone game just needs a 100,000 gem buy. i took
this game so serious as a kid it's making me laugh as an adult 20 odd years on. i got nothing but love and praise for this game..
Great look and feel, simple and easy controls without the need for an intro/tutorial, you can jump right in and play np. Great
potential. I wish the game was finished.... A cautious "Yes" if you buy it on sale. It's a low-budget, single dev indie game with a
variety of weapons to choose from, but it's not really that great. It looked very fun in all the "Let's Plays" that I watched, but in
reality it's outclassed by games like "Gorn", "Zomday", "Hell Dimension", "Trickster", and "Thrill of the Fight" which have far
better fighting mechanics and generally more variety.

However, I don't mean to slam the game. If you get it cheap, it's probably worth it. It's a good introductory game to get yourself
acclimated to VR, and it's fun to try to collect all the swords and shields.

As I write this, I only have about 15 minutes in the game, so take my opinion with a grain of salt. I respect the Dev's hard work
on the game and I am sure his next title will be even better.. This football game is the best football arcade after legendary
Sensible Soccer, Goal, Kickoff. It brings back memories of those games, it's simple, gives a lot of fun, especially when played
with a friend. Developer's dedication in improving the game, fast responses and altering newly added achievements (removing
hard and grindy ones) after suggestions (in only 1 day!) is simply awesome.. Seems like a decent enough bullet hell with a bit of
twist. Unfortunately, horrid plot can easily sap the enjoyment out of it. If you're willing to skip it and just go for gameplay, the
game might give you a bit of enjoyment.. Slots. More of'em. That is all.
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It's a fun game for the trihard people. :) as u get to challenge urself from ur triggering gameplay.. But the game need more level
as the game is kinda short... Wow, impressive for only an EA game. The visuals are phenomenal and has really solid game-play.
I didn't encounter any major bugs at all. You can tell it's a really well done game when playing. I was able to fight with swords,
axes, maces, and a spear. I hear bows are going to be part of the game in the near future. If you like to be a mage, there were
plenty of really cool spells to choose from with a really unique and interesting way to manage your mana that I haven't seen
before. So far it's looking really great, and I haven't even seen or done everything yet!

If you like like oblivion or skyrim, this game could easily be the next big RPG!

So fun! Keep the updates coming!

I'm definitely going to keep playing this one, you should too :)

4 out of 5 stars
. Steampunk, relatively simple puzzles, compelling story and awesome save game organization. Your playthroughs are
automatically separately saved as well as each checkpoint with separate loading points. It's a fun game, the only thing that
annoys me personally are the boss battles. If you die, you gotta do it all over again and it can get tedious as you have to do the
same thing over and over.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mpEm0RXXI4. I'm a bit conflicted on the soundtrack. On the one hand, the songs in it are
fantastic. On the other, I paid for the "complete musical soundtrack" but I didn't get all the songs. For the price, I'd say it is
worth it, but I'm a little disappointed that it doesn't include all the songs.. The font is too small, won't scale, and if you adjust the
DPI setting in Windows then it breaks the form layout so none of the buttons line up with their picture. This game is too old for
today's resolutions.. Seems like it'd make a good phone app.. This is a moderately challenging puzzle game with straight forward
controls. There is a certain amount of elegance in the simplicity, and it does require you to use your brain to beat it. Despite
being quite short it is a great value, and I think this will be my go to game when showing friends VR.

Unfortunately I have an anime profile picture, so none of my opinions matter.. As someone who enjoys a good challenge in a
game, I found this little game ridiculous. Maybe I missed something in the controls, but I got so tired of landing on my head and
having to restart and making no progress. Ever time I landed it felt like I just lucked out. Getting Over It was a more enjoyable
experience than this one.
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